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From Editor’s Desk  

 

 

Dear Readers, Greetings! 

 
Innovations happen everywhere, innovative concepts are the key for most successful when 

manage difficult to treat diseases. It may be simple alteration of existing technique to advanced 

therapeutics. But finally they yield better results. I congratulate all researchers and authors who 

bring out extraordinary trials, which save many lives. We thank you all for bringing out more 

interesting and innovative scientific research articles for this prestigious peer reviewed journal. 

Our condolences to the demise of Queen of United kingdom Elizabeth II (Elizabeth Alexandra Mary; 21 April 1926 – 8 

September 2022). 

All the readers can publish their ongoing original research activities in the field of dermatology, cosmetology, aesthetic 

surgery, innovative therapeutic approaches with us. Artificial intelligence taken a major lead brings down the cost of 

investigations and treatment. We anticipate more research work on paediatric dermatology, geriatric dermatology, dermato-

surgery, newer advances in the dermatology therapeutics, evidence based approach in all dermatoses, wide scope is there for 

all your works. Various categories available for publications: Personal view, review articles, original papers, professional 

papers, preliminary reports, reviews of scientific meeting and book reviews.  

I whole heartedly congratulate our reviewers, editorial team and publication section of innovative team which are more 

energetic and enthusiastic. Even articles of cited by many researchers, even it appears in various indexed journals.  I 

congratulate the innovative publications team for their tireless efforts in quick processing and faster communication with the 

authors and reviewers and also bringing out such innovative journal in the field of dermatology and its sub specialities. 

Advanced happy and safe Diwali to all.  
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Happy reading.  
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